
Precinct Caucus Resolution February 1, 2022 

Opposing Comprehensive Sex Education 

BE IT RESOLVED that we oppose any state legislative mandate to require Minnesota 

public/charter schools to teach Comprehensive Sex Education (CSE), and we call on all 

school districts to remove it or refuse to adopt it. 

 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

Background Information 

Comprehensive” Sexuality Education (CSE) was first introduced in 2019. That year, the 

Democrat House majority voted to mandate every Pre K-12th grade public/charter school to teach 

CSE. It failed in the Republican controlled Senate. The Democrats continue to reintroduce the bill.  

CSE removes all natural and protective boundaries for children and teens, encouraging early sexual 

exploration in graphic detail.  

CSE uses pornographic illustrations and graphic descriptions to teach children as young as 10 

that all “consensual” sexual activity is their “right.” 

CSE teaches kids how to: 

 “Consent” to sex 

 Masturbate 

 Experience climax 

 Claim bodily autonomy for abortion rights 

 Promote sexual orientations and gender identities  

 Have ‘safe’ vaginal, oral and anal sex 

 Get referrals for abortion and gender counseling with no parental consent or notification 

 

  



.Talking Points for Opposing Comprehensive Sex Education 

Note: Summit the resolution portion to the precinct chair.  Use the talking points to defend the 

resolution if necessary. 

 Health Education is already a school requirement in Minnesota statute. The CSE legislation 

passed in the House by the Democrat majority allows unlicensed Planned Parenthood and 

gender identity activists into your child’s classroom to teach dangerous and unhealthy 

practices.  

 

 Planned Parenthood is the largest provider of CSE in Minnesota. They and other CSE advocates 

promote a curriculum called It’s Perfectly Normal, already in many Minnesota school libraries. 

 

 Planned Parenthood lobbies for a CSE mandate, teaches it, funds it, and promotes it across the 

country. 

  

 CSE grooms children for early sexual activity making them vulnerable targets for sexual abuse, 

experimentation and trafficking. 

 

 According to the FBI, sexual predators “groom” children with 

pornographic images and explicit sexual instruction to remove natural 

defenses. We call that criminal. Planned Parenthood calls it “education” 

and says it’s perfectly normal; 

 

[Sample of It’s Perfectly Normal graphic, promoted by  

Planned Parenthood, saying it’s appropriate for 10-year-olds.]                      

 

Planned Parenthood on Tumblr: “Since the number of sexual partners you’ve 

had doesn’t say anything about your character, your morals, or your personality 

– or about anything at all really– there’s nothing bad or unhealthy about having 

a big number of sexual partners.” 

CSE is an ideological strategy promoted by its advocates as a “culture shift” 

to “dismantle white supremacy,” promote abortion, and instill gender fluid norms. 

 

This is a banner from proponents of CSE: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

For more information: cplaction.com or contact@CPLAction.com or call 888-538-3188 
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